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 Please do not use more than half your tags for clothing due to limited 
space on the clothing rails 

 

 Clothes up to a maximum age of 8 years old will be accepted. 

 Clothing is SEASONAL so please only include Spring/Summer clothing at the Spring 
sale and Autumn/Winter clothing at the Autumn sale. 

 Clothing is displayed on rails according to sex and size. Please put all clothing on 
hangers as it is much easier to display.  Hangers will not be returned to 
vendors if goods are sold. You may however put babygrows and vests in clear 
plastic bags. 

 Tie the price tag through the top buttonhole/label, or onto the waistband, or pin to the 
item top using a small safety-pin - don't attach it to the hanger. With baby bundles 
tape the tag to the bag making sure the bottom half is detachable. 

 We recommend the following sizes for children’s clothing: Newborn, 0–3 months, 3–
6 months, 6–9 months, 9 –12 months, 12–18 months, 18–24 months, 2–3 years, 3–4 
years, 4–5 years, 5–6 years, 6–7 years, 7–8 years. 

 If selling a bundle, safety-pin items together securely. Tape the hangers together into 
one “block” so it’s obvious that the items are a bundle, and state e.g. “3 dresses” on 
the price tag.  Bundles count  as one item. 

 We encourage bundles of clothing (3 or 5 items together). Remember that many 
high streets sell clothes very cheaply now, even quality brands, so please price your 
clothes competitively or they will not sell. e.g. 3 dresses for £3-£5. 

 Make sure shoes are securely fastened in pairs and do not put in boxes. 
 
What are the buggy/pram requirements? 
 
The NCT must comply with the following Trading Standards Regulations on wheeled child 
conveyances: this is a legal requirement and non-negotiable. The term "wheeled child 
conveyances" refers to all wheeled vehicles designed to carry one or two babies or 
infants, but does not apply to transporters for carrycots, toys or vehicles enabling children 
to move themselves about. 
 

 All buggies MUST have a 5-point harness. 

 It is recommended that instructions in English are supplied with each vehicle.  These 
are to be headed: IMPORTANT, KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE and must 
include instructions relating to operation, assembly, use and maintenance.  

 Vehicles must conform to British Standard 7409 (or an equivalent European 
Standard) and must be permanently marked BS 7409:1996, together with the name/
trademark of the manufacturer or importer.  

 A permanent notice on the vehicle must state: Children should be harnessed in at all 
times and should never be left unattended. The child should be clear of moving parts 
while making adjustments.  This vehicle requires regular maintenance by the user.  
Overloading, incorrect folding and the use of non-approved accessories may 
damage or break this vehicle.  Read the instructions. 

 The BSI has said that EVERY PRAM/PUSHCHAIR whether it is from France, Italy or 
Spain must bear the BSI marking, regardless of where they are made.  When prams 
are imported into the country they are tested by the BSI and given the 'kite' mark to 
say they are safe under British regulations. 
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What condition should the items be in? 
 

 Items must be clean, of good quality and correctly labelled. 

 A “bundle” e.g. 3 shirts/dresses/books, counts as one “item”. 

 This is a Nearly New Sale - if items are in poor condition it will put buyers off, and we 
reserve the right not to include them in the sale and return them to your bag. 

 We can sell mains electrical items, such as monitors and sterilisers subject to passing 
our onsite PAT 

 
How should I package my items? 
 

 Please bring your items to the sale tagged ready to be sold. Any bags/boxes used to 
bring your items need to be taken home with you as we have no facility to store these. 

 At the end of the sale we will provide re-usable bags lined up in numerical order by seller 
number to return unsold or rejected items to you. 

 Any item that has lost its tag will be placed clearly on a table at the entrance to the main 
hall for you to view and collect. Please make sure you check the table before you leave 
the sale. 

 Any unsold large items will be to the left of this table please check this area before you 
leave. 

 
Which Items are not permitted? 
 

Make sure you are only selling permitted items.  The following WILL NOT be accepted for 
sale:  

 pushchairs/prams which do not comply with BS7409 (see info at end) 

 car seats 

 bag style baby slings 

 breast pumps 

 Baby food, bottles and formula milk 

 riding hats/crash helmets 

 Bednest cribs 

 items with drawstring necks 

 children’s cassettes and videos 

  
 
How should I label my items? 
 

A picture of a tag is shown below  - please ONLY use 
the tags we have supplied for all items and attach 
them so the perforated bottom section can be 
removed from items intact.  
 
When your item sells we stick the bottom half of the 
tags onto your seller sheet to calculate your profit, 
minus our commission. The buyer retains the top half, 
so please make sure they are written out as shown. 
 
Any items with stickers or tags different from 
those supplied will be sold but you will not 
receive the sale proceeds. 
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Each tag should be written as follows: 
 

Top half:  
No: your allocated seller number 
Style:  Girl or Boy for clothing, leave blank for all other goods 
Size:  clothing size or shoe size only, 
Price: in £s 
   
Bottom half:  
No:  your allocated seller number 
Price: in £s 

 
It is important the tags are labelled exactly as above for ease of processing after the 
sale, incorrectly formatted tags cause considerable delay. 
 
How do I price my items? 
 

 Please price items in multiples of 50p ONLY. (£1.00, £1.50, £2.00 etc.) 

 The minimum price is £1.00 anything priced below £1.00 (i.e. 50p) will be considered a 
donation to the NCT. 

 All items priced £10 and over should carry the sellers name and phone no. on the 
reverse of the top half of the label, or on a separate label which the buyer will retain, as a 
mini-guarantee that the item is in working order. 

 It is fine to group things together e.g. 3 books for £1, 2 dresses for £3.50 - make sure 
that any bundled items are firmly attached so they won't come apart and end up 
unlabelled, and are all of equally good quality. 

 Pricing is up to you but bear in mind that if you price things highly they may not sell - 
some items are more popular than others. 

 As a very rough guide items sell between one third and one half of their original price 
depending on condition. 

  
How do I package up my goods for selling? 
 

When you package your goods, there are a few things you can do to ensure they sell easily: 

 If you have the original packaging, please include it - but don't tape it shut as people who 
can't check the goods inside may be reluctant to buy it. 

 If you have original instructions include them. 

 If your item contains detachable pieces e.g. stair-gate bolts/cot screws, then double bag 
them and attach firmly so they can't get separated accidentally. 

 Toys with loose parts (e.g. shape sorters) - place all loose components in a clear 
plastic bag and attach firmly to the main part of the toy. 

 Jigsaws/puzzles- wrap in a clear bag or with copious cling film and tape. 

 Books- tie bundles together with string or elastic bands (like a bow around a present), 
and attach the price tag to the bundle. Please only include books in good condition as 
buyers can't open these bundles to check them. 

 Large equipment - write a standard price label and attach it somewhere obvious- if you 
wish, you can also attach a second label/sheet with "buyer please note" written on it and 
any extra information about the item. 

 
How do I prepare clothing for sale? 
 

If pricing goods for £100 
and above, please 
highlight the amount 
clearly on both parts of the 
tag so accounts can clearly 
identify this and process 
the correct amount 
(ie £100 is not confused 
with £1.00) 


